UK Light Rail Conference
With its ‘Big Bang’ completed
in 2017, Metrolink is still
moving forward with
projects to increase its range,
capacity and resilience.
Deansgate-Castlefield stop on
16 July 2018. All photography
by Neil Pulling.

“IT’S ABOUT
CUSTOMERS,
CUSTOMERS,
CUSTOMERS”

H

eld over two gloriously sunny
days in July (18-19), this year’s
13th Annual UK Light Rail
Conference at the University of
Manchester brought together
over 250 delegates from across the industry for
a packed schedule of open and honest debate
about the future of the mode, held over 40
presentation and panel sessions.
Metrolink is a success story in a country that
just 18 years ago promised up to 25 new LRT
systems within the decade. The reasons for the
failure to achieve anywhere near this target
formed some of the liveliest debate.

Safety and subways in Manchester

The event began with a series of presentations
from the event’s host city, 18 months on from

the opening of the city’s Second City Crossing
and reviewing the first year of the KeolisAmey
Metrolink (KAM) concession.
Transport for Greater Manchester’s
(TfGM) Head of Metrolink Danny Vaughan
was the first to welcome delegates in a year
when patronage for the Greater Manchester
system exceeded 40 million for the first time,
explaining how a number of initiatives have
increased resilience and stability.
TfGM Head of Development Martin Lax
later described some of the studies the regional
transport agency is working on, including
Metrolink extensions to all four axes of the
compass. These will be crucial, he argued, in
supporting the planned growth in housing and
employment across the region (the highest
outside of London) as well as expansion of the
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Safety, automation, asset
management and the barriers
to new schemes were just a
few of the talking points in
Manchester this July. Howard
Johnston and Tony Streeter
report from the UK’s premier
congress and exhibition.

KAM's Aline Frantzen said it is her mission “to
extract the love from Mancunians for their tramway.”

city’s airport and the arrival of the high-speed
phase one. Mr Gilligan cited this significant
rail project in the 2030s. All of these projects
renewal, as well as changes in bus services,
will be underpinned by more immediate work
as reasons why Supertram ridership fell to
to increase capacity at key pinch-points on
around 11.5 million in 2014-15 from a high of
the current system, enhance park-and-ride
some 15 million a few years earlier.
A subsequent uplift took the annual figure
provision and depot expansion to cater for
back to over 12.5 million in 2016-17.
the larger fleet required – 27 additional M5000
Tram-train services are now expected to
trams were ordered earlier in the month.
be launched in the second half of this year.
Looking further into the future, Mr Lax
revealed early investigations into an
This keenly-awaited aspect of development
underground metro to release capacity across
in Sheffield is to serve Rotherham and was
the city and initial work on tram-train
further explored by Simon Coulthard, Senior
to outlying centres. Nothing is beyond
Sponsor for national infrastructure provider
consideration as the region consolidates its
Network Rail, who has seen the project
integrated transport offering, he said.
through from the beginning. Mr Coulthard
An address from KAM Managing Director
was joined by Dr Rob Carroll, Major Projects
Aline Frantzen showcased the work of
Manager of Stagecoach Supertram.
the new operator/maintainer, taking the
With infrastructure changes now complete,
novel approach of comparing her previous
recent activity has centred on securing the
experience as Executive Director of Service
necessary licences, gaining approvals, and
Delivery of Yarra Trams with her new job at
ensuring the vehicles are fit for purpose.
the helm of the UK’s largest tramway.
Indeed, the day before the Conference began,
Many of the challenges are similar, she
the first daytime trials had taken place (see
argued, with safety being “at the heart of every
Worldwide Review).
tramway.” The differences are the amount
Glasgow’s 15-station circular Subway has
of street-running in Melbourne being a key
been in business since 1896, and despite
challenge, with safety issues on Metrolink
well-worn stations and equipment still
coming more from its interaction with the
delivers 95% service punctuality thanks to its
community. With major network expansion
dedicated operations and maintenance teams.
complete, KAM’s role over the past
Charles Hoskins, Senior Director
year, she explained, has been in
of Strathclyde Partnership for
refocusing Metrolink’s future
Transport, says the current
on four key pillars: safety,
“Ask anyone involved in GBP300m (EUR335m)
engineering excellence,
overhaul will concentrate
asset management and
and fighting anti-social
on better customer service,
they will tell you that
behaviour and fare evasion.
operational efficiency,
at the 40-45-year mark
In both cities, securing
replacement of lifeyou require a strategic
that vital place in the
expired assets (including
city’s consciousness where
the Subway’s 40-year-old
intervention…”
people ‘love’ the tram
trains with new Stadler
CHARLES HOSKINS
is crucial; with a decade
vehicles) and reducing
SENIOR DIRECTOR, SPT
focused on construction,
overall maintenance costs.
she contended, it is now
With its unique gauge
her mission “to extract
(1220mm/four foot) and
the love from Mancunians
tight tunnel bore (3.4m),
for their tramway.”
the Subway has many
The morning session
individual challenges:
rounded out with an
“Ask anyone involved in
interactive presentation
asset management and they
from Gerald Knights,
will tell you that at the 40Project Engineer for the
45-year mark you require
MPT consortium currently
a strategic intervention…
building the Trafford Park
you can’t keep sticking
line, that showcased the
plasters on things.”
innovation in Metrolink’s latest extension.
A lot of attention has been dedicated to
Using a number of impressive ‘fly-through’
station refurbishments, Mr Hoskins explained:
videos, Mr Knights gave delegates a real
“When you speak to some operators, it’s all
flavour of the new line and how it will
about trains or trams, it’s about signalling,
it’s about reliability. That’s the bedrock, but
transform the system when it opens in 2020.
never forget about the overall environment
Glasgow and South Yorkshire
you’re investing in… it’s about customers,
Insightful project updates are a key part of
customers, customers.”
the event and 2018 was no exception, with
As the Subway becomes the first urban rail
behind-the-scenes views of major schemes
system in the UK to move to GoA4 unattended
in the UK – and beyond – from the people
train operation, three-minute interval
delivering them.
services will be possible, with state-of-the-art
Describing a system across the Pennines in
signalling and CCTV cameras masterminded
Sheffield, South Yorkshire Passenger Transport
from a new control centre.
Executive’s Director of Public Transport Ben
Moving the Midlands
Gilligan explained that a tram timetable
Winning the bid to host the 2022
change in January had been undertaken
“to improve punctuality and reliability”.
Commonwealth Games is just the trigger
It has also led to increased journey times.
required to accelerate the expansion of
the West Midlands Metro in the UK’s
The Supertram network is now undergoing
second-largest population centre, although
the second phase of rail replacement,
it will be another decade before the five
following the 12km (7.5 miles) replaced in

Gerald Knights from the MPT consortium
presenting the innovations in the delivery of the new
Trafford Park Line… and works underway on 16 July.

new routes costing around GBP1.5bn
(EUR1.685bn) are in full operation.
Alejandro Moreno, Midland Metro Alliance
Director, is enthusiastic about the level of
co-operation between the five lead members
of the consortium that will build first into
Wolverhampton railway station in the north (to
open in 2020) and Edgbaston in the south of the
city. The system will then extend outwards to
Brierley Hill, and eventually to the Birmingham
Business Park and the new HS2 station.
Mr Moreno is proud that 78% of the
contracts have been awarded to local
suppliers, and stressed the importance of
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UK Light Rail Conference
functioning unit that can produce a steady
flow of relevant and timely input.”
To get it right, he told delegates, you must
have well-motivated project management, a
good legal team, environmental assessment,
design and engineering, communications,
land referencing, planning support, and
sound financial and economic advice.
And that’s just the beginning.

Thinking globally

It is startling that almost four times as many
people – almost four billion – are now living
in cities than in 1950, TC Chew – Global Rail
Leader of Arup – told the conference. This
figure could climb to seven billion by 2050.
Given the gestation period of urban transit
schemes, Mr Chew questioned whether we are
prepared for seven out every ten of the worldʼs
population to be urbanised by the middle of
the century, as well as one in five being over
Mott MacDonald’s Richard Briggs led a lively panel debate on promoting new LRT schemes on the first day.
60 years old (twice today’s figure).
training new engineering talent to fill the
well as a focus on journey time savings as
He highlighted how climate change
many jobs the project has created – and
opposed to integration in measured benefits.
is forcing us to speed up change, with
will continue to create.
Other challenges include quantifying
a reassuringly serious focus on tackling
The large and congested UK city of
regeneration within business cases, securing
emissions at last – evidenced by a determined
Coventry has raised GBP12.2m (EUR13.7m)
cross-party political support and stakeholder
push to reduce our dependence on traditional
towards its Very Light Rail network, but it still
engagement.
combustion-engined public transport.
While people will expect to travel more, we
needs to raise another GBP42.8m (EUR48m),
Reflecting that ideas of a South Wales Metro
all share a vision of smart communications,
which will be not easy, as Dr Nick Mallinson,
have been in gestation for over ten years,
better technology, and new methods of
Programme Manager, WMG High Value
Professor Mark Barry – the man who laid a lot
transport using alternative fuels.
Manufacturing Catapult, explained.
of the early groundwork for the plans – told
“Metros, LRT and trams are a key factor
A demonstrator version of a single
delegates “these things do take time”.
bi-directional low-floor car, seating 50
in improving quality of life”, he said,
The Welsh capital Cardiff and its
passengers and running on battery power,
highlighting major initiatives in the Far
surrounding region are now to receive
could be ready in 2020; this vehicle is
East, notably in China, where over 3500km
tram-train services as part of a wide-ranging
also planned for easy conversion to future
(2175 miles) of urban rail is in place across
transformation in local transport being
autonomous running.
19 cities (almost a quarter of it in Shanghai
overseen by Transport for Wales (TAUT 968).
The UK Department for Transport,
alone). What is astonishing is the pace of
Professor Barry took the opportunity to
Coventry City Council and vehicle leasing
development, with the majority of China’s
explain how similar benefits could be brought
company Eversholt all support the project in
metro and tramway development coming in
to another South Wales city, Swansea, and
principle and have provided kick-start finance
the past 20 years. Even in more distant
its adjacent area. This could be achieved
and expertise.
Pacific locations such as the
through tram-train, new stations
When the new HS2 rail line opens through
Philippines, and Borneo and
and eventually extending lines.
the spine of England in the 2020s, its
Indonesia, light rail is a
Swansea Bay, he explained, is
“Connecting
customers will be a new generation born into
boom industry.
undercapitalised in terms of
new technology who are multi-taskers, hyperAffordable and clean
service provision – and he
the locations where
aware and entrepreneurial. The opportunities
energy and climate
argued that “poor service
people are and where
for the East Midlands are staggering, says
action are among the 17
suppresses demand for
they want to be isn’t
Andrew Pritchard – Director of Policy &
sustainable goals agreed
rail services.”
rocket science.”
Infrastructure for the local authorities served
by the United Nations,
Professor Barry showed
by the second arm of the Y-shaped route.
so how can the light rail
how ‘simply’ joining the
PROFESSOR MARK BARRY
The next 12 months are critical for planners
industry play its part?
dots between currently
under-served settlements
he said, because connectivity is currently very
Mott MacDonald’s
and future development
poor, holding back job growth and reducing
Global Sustainability
hotspots would help
the quality of life.
Leader Davide Stronati
to generate a business
Potential mass transit links to the new hub
and Senior Engineer
case for rail investment.
at Toton are already clearly defined, and we
Robert Park warned that
“Connecting the locations
can expect detailed examination of extensions
in 2014, only 8% of the
where people are and where
of the Nottingham Express Transit light rail
world’s population lived in
they want to be isn’t rocket
systems westwards into Derby and possibly to
places that met air quality
science,” he expressed.
East Midlands Airport.
guidelines. Aside from
In his farewell
the more well-publicised
Where are the new schemes?
presentation after 14
emissions, there is also the
Mott MacDonald’s Deputy Practice Leader
years as a key figure in
key issue of pollution from
(Europe) for Light Rapid Transit described the
developing the West
exhausts, asphalt, tyre and
UK as being a “bit behind the curve” when
Midlands Metro into
brake wear.
it comes to modern light rail. Richard Briggs
Birmingham, Development
Global governments
pointed out that the country now has six
Director Peter Adams gave a stimulating
need to heed the warnings, because “car-based
new-generation tramways, with only Blackpool
insight into some of his challenges and
land use planning can contribute to social
surviving from the previous era, while France
successes in a lecture focused on promoter
isolation and poverty”. However, Nottingham,
has some 27; in Germany, which retained many
‘dos and don’ts’.
Toronto, Manchester, Jerusalem, Bergen and
first-generation systems, there are over 50.
A conference stalwart, Mr Adams said:
Zaragoza were all highlighted as exemplars of
Barriers to adoption in the UK described
“The promotion of successful schemes
how light rail can not only clean the air, but
by Briggs included the high capital costs
requires individuals and teams representing
stimulate regeneration and – the story is the
of dealing with such things as utilities, as
a variety of disciplines to operate as a single
same one – boost economic growth.
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Moving back to Europe, Sweden’s capital
Stockholm has a population of 2.3 million
(one million in the city itself) – and yet
light rail services on two lines are provided
by an organisation that is partly owned by
the national tramway association and its
members. Perhaps appropriately, Stockholms
Spårvägar’s tagline includes the words
“vision and tradition”.
Some nine million passengers are carried
per year on lines 7 (3.4km/2.1 miles) and 21
(nearly 10km/six miles) which respectively
cover the city and the island of Lidingö.
A separate contract covers the 7N museum
line. Stockholms Spårvägar CEO Magnus
Braxell explained how the current contract
for lines 7 and 21 runs until 2021, not
including an option of a four-year extension.
His company has some 250 employees (170
in terms of the full-time equivalent) and
operations include two workshops as well as
the tramlines themselves.
Line 7 (which the organisation has run
since 2010) currently operates between Sergels
Torg and Djurgården, while line 21 (operated
since 2015) runs from Ropston to Gåshaga.
However, a short extension of line 7 to a new
city hub is expected to open in September,
while it is anticipated that a project to connect
the two lines will be restarted next year.
Stockholms Spårvägar is looking to expand
beyond its home country, seeking to compete
against the multi-national operating groups
for future contracts across Scandinavia.
In another fascinating presentation, Reuven
Levy – General Counsel for Jerusalem LRT

Alistair Gordon, Chief Executive Officer of Keolis UK, welcomed guests to a drinks reception hosted by Keolis
UK on the evening of the event’s first day.

operator Connect – outlined the future for
one of the world’s great LRT success stories.
The city’s 14km (8.7-mile) Red line opened
in 2011 and has already far outstripped its
ridership expectations, carrying 42.5 million
passengers in 2017, at peaks of 160 000
passengers per day. “Everybody rides the
LRT and we’re nearing capacity,” Mr Levy
said. Offering a personal insight into the
operations, he added: “The Red line connects
parts of the city that were previously isolated,
that facilitates the possibility for the seeds of
peace to take hold.”
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The next big project is extending the Red
line and the creation of an all-new Green
line, which will create five operational
routes, linking in the city’s “very difficult to
reach” hospital and other major passenger
generators. Five further lines and a cable car
are planned.
Although the nation’s legal and contractual
structures may be immature compared to
other nations with light rail aspirations, Mr
Levy expressed the opinion that operational
agreements for future projects should be
introduced once major municipal and

UK Light Rail Conference
statutory issues are clarified to give more detail
much of what was intended under the shelved
of how the lines will operate: “Let the operator
Metro North plan. Carrying perhaps 50m-plus
deal with the core of the operations.”
passengers per year, the largely underground
Describing other projects in Tel Aviv and
MetroLink could open in 2027.
Haifa, the backing for LRT in the country
Why aren’t enough cities thinking more
comes from the highest levels, he concluded:
creatively with their tramways and light rail
“The Government has made a strategic
systems? Jöel Danard, Research and Business
decision that light rail is the future of Israel,
Development Officer of Efficacity, highlighted
under the slogan “Get on board with success”.
how lines underused in the off-peak and
The introduction of tram services on
overnight could be used for goods (and
the new link between Dublin’s Red
waste) using repurposed vehicles.
and Green lines through the city
The costs of conversion of a
centre in December 2017
tram that may otherwise
“The Government
was incredibly challenging,
face the scrap pile run to
said Peter Lunden-Welden,
just a few thousand Euros,
has made a strategic
CEO of operator Transdev.
he explained, and they
decision that light rail
He outlined how
have proven themselves
is the future of Israel,
politicians insisted on an
in cities across Europe.
under
the
slogan
“Get
opening date that proved
Zurich and St Etienne have
on board with success”.
unrealistic as not enough
completed successful trials
new (longer) trams had
and Dresden’s famous
REUVEN LEVY
been commissioned, 13
CarGo tram has been
GENERALCOUNSEL,
CONNECT JLRT
extensions to platforms and
brought out of hibernation
the new depot were barely
to carry parts for the new
completed and there was a
e-Golf motor car.
breakdown in front of the
Taking his example
world’s press. To cap it all, a
further, spare capacity can
freak winter gale blew off the
be used for leisure services
roof of the control room!
such as the popular
However, Luas ridership
restaurant and café trams
is 9% up year-on-year, with
seen on some networks.
the likelihood that the total
As well as creating revenue
may reach 40m in 2018;
streams, such services
the 30m figure was reached
help to boost the profile
in 2013. The Cross-City line
of the city – all it takes is
could add up to ten million
imagination, he explained.
passengers per annum.
Safety and regulation
Thanks to a combined effort, the line is up
In a key address that opened the second day,
and running well thanks to the partnership
Ian Prosser declared himself a “keen and
approach between Dublin Bus, Irish Rail,
powerful supporter” of light rail.
Dublin City Council and local authorities.
The Office of Rail and Road Director of
While all respect the boundaries of the contract,
Railway Safety and HM Chief Inspector of
the CEO added that they are also using
Railways said his vision for the railway is “zero
common sense to find workable solutions.
industry-caused fatalities and ever-decreasing
Against a background of anticipated growth,
Senan Moynihan from Transport Infrastructure risk to passengers, the workforce and the
public.” Re-emphasising the importance of
Ireland (formerly the Railway Procurement
corporate culture, he described people as “very
Agency) updated delegates on expansion plans
often the last line of defence” in the quest for
in the Irish capital. These include extending
safe and efficient operations.
the Alstom Citadis 402 vehicles to become 502s
In a talk that covered the wider aspects of
by adding extra sections, plus corresponding
LRT safety, Mr Prosser said he wanted the
platform extensions (the latter being
sector to adopt the ORR’s Risk Management
completed at 11 stops last year).
Model known as ‘RM3’ that is already used
More ambitious is ‘MetroLink’, the name
on the main line railway and by Transport
given to a new north-south ‘spine’ connecting
for London. In addition, the Chief Inspector
Swords and Sandyford and incorporating

The event’s co-located exhibition gave delegates a chance to get ‘hands-on’ experience with some of the
industry’s leading suppliers and service providers.
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stressed the importance of searching for and
prioritising what he described as “weak signals”
such as near misses, or customer complaints.
He pointed out too that technological
development meant that the ‘As Low As
Reasonably Practical’ approach to risk changes
over time as new methods become available.
One significant move in the management
of tramway guidance and safety following
the tragic London Tramlink derailment
at Sandilands of November 2016 that saw
seven deaths is the planned installation of
a Light Rail Transit Safety and Standards
Board (LRTSSB). This is intended to
effectively mirror the existing Rail Safety and
Standards Board, although while the latter is
mandated, the light rail version is expected
to be driven by industry co-operation. Its
creation reflects the identification by the Rail
Accident Investigation Branch in response to
Sandilands of the importance of a permanent
authoritative organisation for UK tramways.
UKTram Chairman Geoff Inskip followed
Mr Prosser with a report on progress.
The LRTSSB already exists in shadow form,
having been set up with an initially intended
lifespan of between six months and a year;
proposals for funding the full body have
been submitted to the UK Government and
it is hoped that these will be successful by
September. The LRTSSB’s interim CEO, Peter
Cushing, was announced at the Conference.
He is known to many delegates through his
former role as TfGM’s Metrolink Director.
To end this session, a further perspective on
safety was given by Stuttgarter Straßenbahnen
(SSB) Operations Director Reinhold Schröter.
Although the German system encompasses
130km (81 miles) of double-track, it has now
reached the point of having only 7.8km (4.8
miles) of street running. This has dramatically
increased safety by removing interfaces with
other road users as far as possible.
Schröter gave further examples of safety
responses to accidents on the SSB, including
how an in-tunnel collision in 1970 led the
Stuttgart system to introduce automatic train
protection, initially for tunnelled sections.
He also explained the evolution of Germany’s
respected BoStrab tramway regulations, from
their first iteration in 1937 to the
all-encompassing best practice guidelines that
we know today that have been adpated for
use across Europe. Echoing earlier statements,
flexibility in their application is key, he stated.

Talking technical

Recent tram and LRV orders show a diverse
rolling stock market, explained Steffen
Plogstert of consultancy Ramboll, both in
terms of suppliers and the solutions chosen –
with a seeming renaissance in the popularity
of bogie vehicles. Despite the development
of wire-free systems, Mr Plogstert argued that
OLE-based systems will remain pre-eminent
in the foreseeable future, with catenary-free
systems reserved as a solution for sensitive
urban environments.
Arguing that light rail is often an imitator
rather than an innovator and that the
automotive sector is a driving force, he added
that the move to unattended tram operation is
an ambitious goal.
This view contrasted with that of Mathieu
Melenchon, System Engineering Manager
of SYSTRA, who offered a series of potential

benefits that could be expected from a move
to autonomous tram operation. These include
improvements in safety; operational and
energy savings; and service improvements in
terms of frequency and capacity, journey time,
regularity and flexibility.
Mr Melenchon posed the question of
whether a mixture of advancements in the
automotive industry with metro technology
could become the drivers towards realising
autonomous trams. However, challenges of
doing so include certification; modification of
legislation; and defining accountability in the
event of incidents. Complete autonomy could
be achieved by 2030 for new systems,
he suggested, although infrastructure
upgrades might take longer.
The example of a sprinter versus a marathon
runner was used to explain battery capacity, by
WMG’s Principal Engineer for Energy Storage
and Management. Andrew McGordon reported
that there is presently a trade-off due to the
absence of high-power, high-density traction
batteries; that gap is currently filled through
the use of technology such as supercapacitors
in Onboard Energy Storage Systems (OESS).
Mr McGordon considered requirements for
OESS such as safety, total cost of ownership,
modularity (in order to take advantage
of battery improvements over time) and
packaging (low mass and volume). While
advances in battery chemistry are helping
meet these aims, the ‘perfect’ traction battery
is still some way away, he concluded.
Digital “isn’t the answer to all your prayers”,
Adam Collins warned while exploring the
challenges of a 21st Century depot. However,
the SNC-Lavalin Atkins Team Leader for
Digital Services cautioned that it is neither
possible nor desirable to avoid ‘tech’.
He emphasised the importance of people in
the process, and suggested that change can
be treated as a programme over time, with
complexity resolved in chunks.
Dispelling a few myths, one of the key
statements in a fact-filled 25 minutes was the
need to address data capacity: “You cannot
avoid it. It will become a massive problem if
you’re not in a position to manage the flow of
data in and out of your systems and translate
that data into useful actions.”
Harvey Markour, also from engineering and
technical consultancy SYSTRA, which now
has 400 people working in the UK, described
the three-fold ‘asset performance challenge’
of transport demand, growing quality

Harvey Markour from SYSTRA explaining some
of the best practice initiatives his organisation has
derived for light rail asset management.

“You cannot avoid it.
It will become a
massive problem if you’re
not in a position to manage
the flow of data in and
out of your systems and
translate that data into
useful actions.”

and infrastructure of the Tours tramway in
France, which has passenger figures of 36.1m/
year. That number is some 50% higher than
that for the previous bus service.
Examples include building 6m-high
columns to mark stop locations, as well using
materials for handrails and seats that promote
a sense of cleanliness. Other choices include
using a female voice – research having shown
this to be reassuring – for general passenger
announcements, and a male voice in the case
of emergency situations. Innovative use of
lighting is more efficient while also creating
more welcoming environments, she suggested.
Managing a tramway as large as that seen in
Melbourne, Australia, with 31 500 scheduled
weekly services over 26 lines on 240km (150
miles) of track, a fleet of 474 trams of mixed
heritage and 2100 employees is not an easy
task, said Stephen Luke, LRT Practice Leader of
Mott MacDonald.
Integrating with the still dominant motor
car remains a challenge, and 17% of all tram
journey times is spent standing at signals.
There is good news; careful analysis of the key
integration issues is being heeded and applied.
In Edmonton, Canada, added Mr Luke, the
fully-segregated and signalled light rail system
is in many ways managed like a heavy rail
commuter line, with great success. Pedestrian
behaviour in North America influenced the
decision to open the system in 1978 with highfloor trams, with the burden of higher running
and maintenance costs. Now, a new 27km
(16.8-mile), 29-stop extension will be low-floor
despite its operational incompatibility.
The Annual UK Light Rail Conference is organised
by Mainspring – www.mainspring.co.uk

ADAM COLLINS
DIGITAL SERVICE TEAM
LEADER,
SNC-LAVALIN ATKINS

requirements and new mobility solutions.
He lined this up against the challenges of
degradation of assets, and of budgets.
Mr Markour presented the case for ensuring
optimisation of Return on Investment when it
comes to data-driven capital planning – with
a focus on critical assets – and explained that
existing/available data should be valued and
assessed thoughtfully before more is collected.
“Sensory design creates intuitivity” was
one of the messages from Elisabeth Dalby of
industrial design agency RCP Design Global.
She shared lessons of how careful use of design
has been incorporated into both the vehicles

find out more
The 13th Annual UK Light Rail Conference
was supported by the UK Department for
Transport, Transport for Greater Manchester,
UKTram, KeolisAmey Metrolink, Keolis UK,
MPT, Mott MacDonald, Midland Metro Alliance,
SYSTRA, SNC-Lavalin Atkins, voestalpine,
GAI-Tronics and Tramways & Urban Transit.
Although this conference review offers a
flavour of some of the debates at this year’s
event, more detailed explorations of presentation
topics on issues such as asset management,
street-running safety, Very Light Rail, automation
and digitisation, and climate resilience will be
featured in future issues of TAUT.
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